
MAKE EVERY DELIVERY  
A MEANINGFUL CONNECTION
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A solid link in your supply chain. 
Break Bulk - Bulk - Container - Liquid bulk - Project cargo & Heavy cargo - Terminal

YOUR LOGISTICS COMPANY SINCE 1865
F.H. Bertling was founded in Germany in 1865 and today operates in an international network of more than 
50 offices. We offer logistics solutions for manufacturing and exporting companies where our mission  
is to identify the optimal transport of your goods. We focus on service and work proactively, making your 
transport more efficient through better alternatives with a smaller climate footprint.

We collaborate closely with our customers, such as ports, transport companies and suppliers, and we  
endeavour to be available at all times. We also have a close collaboration with the academic environment.  
Bertling Sweden today has 58 employees and continues to grow, including through the subsidiary Bertling 
Enviro AB, which buys and sells waste that is subsequently converted into energy. Bertling Sweden’s  
MD, Malin Andersson and her team in Gothenburg are working daily for smarter transport solutions.

F.H BERTLING SWEDEN AB 
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A BIG COMPANY WITH A SMALL  
CLIMATE FOOTPRINT
At Bertling Sweden, we strive to reduce our customers’ climate footprint through an efficient and clima-
te-smart transport alternative for goods. Together with Climate Partner, we offer climate compensation in 
the form of donations to various organisations. A visual calculation tells you how big a climate footprint your 
transport leaves and offers suggestions on how you can support global offsetting projects, such as Forest 
protection, for a greener future.

We collaborate with EcoTransIT, which offers a tool to measure the climate footprint before, during and after 
transportation. Thanks to EcoTransIT, we can identify the most optimal means of transport for you.  
EcoTransIT generates the fastest and most environmentally friendly option – meaning that choosing a  
climate-smart mode of transport leads to no additional wait time. With EcoTransIT, we help you keep track 
of your emissions and together develop a greener strategy for your transport!
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YILPORT GOES GREEN.

Through sustainable investments, YILPORT is working towards 
decarbonizing the supply chain. By replacing fossile fuels with 
eco-friendly energy sources and electrifying our terminals, we 
are committed to reduce our carbon footprint.

Read more about our journey at www.yilport.com.

”THE COLLABORATION WITH ECOTRANSIT IS 
VERY IMPORTANT TO US AS IT ENABLES BOTH 
US AND OUR CUSTOMERS TO MEASURE THE 
CLIMATE FOOTPRINT OF OUR TRANSPORTS, 
WHICH WE CAN USE AS A DECISION BASIS 
WHEN PLANNING A LOGISTICS SETUP.”
- HILMA, SUSTAINABILITY OFFICER



F.H BERTLING SWEDEN AB

YOUR GLOBAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
We can offer all types of transport thanks to our close collaboration with various suppliers, whether by train, 
ship, truck or air. Bertling Sweden is a leading force in the forestry industry and transports goods worldwide. 
Through decades of experience, innovative solutions and close relationships, we know what works best for 
our customers.

Our values permeate our business.

F.H BERTLING SWEDEN AB 

HAVE FUN 
TOGETHER

SHARE  
KNOWLEDGE  
GENEROUSLY

STAY 
MINDFUL

DIG DEEPER,  
LOOK FURTHER,  
STAY CURIOUS

WORK 
TOGETHER 

PROACTIVELY

BRING  
CONFIDENCE 
AND CLARITY 
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BERTLING ENVIRO AB
Bertling Enviro AB is Bertling Sweden’s subsidiary. Founded in 2014, it is now among the largest companies 
within import and export of waste, in particular from the UK to Scandinavia regarding Refuse Derived Fuel 
(RDF). The primary imports of waste are from the UK and Italy, with ambitions to increase imports from 
around the world. The waste is subsequently sold to combustion plants that convert it into energy.

Now that’s what we call climate-smart! 
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Chart 1.2: % share of tonnage  by destination countries (52 wks) 

Company 52-wk tonnage +/- %
Geminor UK Ltd 233,133 1%
Bertling Enviro 159,306 20%
PROBIO Energy Interna�onal Ltd 151,507 -22%
Andusia Recovered Fuels Ltd 142,199 -11%
Biffa Waste Services Limited 129,259 5%
N&P Alterna�ve Fuels Ltd 128,445 -9%
Renewi plc 96,386 42%
Quercia Limited 88,121
Seneca Environmental Solu�ons Ltd 62,507 -38%
SUEZ UK Ltd 52,131 -68%

Table 1.2: Top 10 exports with year-on-year growth %

THE ENERGY PRODUCED FROM THE WASTE INCLUDES: 

Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) | Solid Recovered Fuel (SRF) | Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) | Bio Fuels

We stand behind UN´s Global Goals 2030  
for a better future. 

BERTLING ENVIRO AB
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Indiska Oceanen 4, 418 34 Göteborg
031-644 288 • www.mimab.se

• Crossdocking
• Terminal work
• Breakbulk
• Heavy goods

• Project loading
• Preliminary studies
• Storage
• Container stuff 

• Rail connection
• Loadplate

Mimab is a modern company with extensive experience in logistics and terminal operations. 
For us, the customer's needs are always in focus and being able to quickly be on site when 
and where we are needed.

Our ambition is to be a strong partner and to always deliver with the high quality that meets 
our customers' demands and expectations.

Thanks to our strategic location in the port of Gothenburg, we can effectively offer services 
both on board the ship, in the terminal or at the customer's place. We have capacity, compe-
tence and commitment in all kinds of goods handling.

MIMAB – A STRONG LOGISTICS PARTNER
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www.skaratransport.se

Environment and sustainability
- our business and our future
Today, there are no completely environmentally friendly transports. All transports a	 ect

the environment in some way. At Skaraslättens Transport AB's pursuit of a sustainable

development, it is therefore important to minimize the negative e	 ects by doing what 

we can for the environment. Some examples of what we do are route optimization 

where we constantly work to ship goods in both directions. In addition to that, we can 

proudly say that we refuel with 42% renewable fuels as standard for our 350 vehicles. 

In addition to our existing biogas trucks, there will also be electric trucks to 

be added to our fl eet!

INTERVIEW WITH OUR MD
Can you briefly tell us who you are and what your 
role is at Bertling Sweden? 
My name is Malin Andersson and I am the MD  
at Bertling Sweden.

What does your role as MD at Bertling Sweden 
entail?  
My role involves moving the organisation forward  
so that every individual and team has the conditions 
to maximise their potential.

What is the most enjoyable thing about your job? 
I really enjoy getting to work closely with both 
people and businesses. Seeing someone succeed 
at something is the best there is, both in terms of 
leadership but also by bringing in a new customer or 
business. It is also a lot of fun to be a part of a true 

success story and to be part of a successful compa-
ny. All in all, it is mighty fun to work with all these 
fantastically competent people at Bertling Sweden.

What is challenging about your job? 
That the outside world is changing, and rapidly at 
that. This means that conditions constantly change 
both externally and internally.

What are Bertling Sweden’s strengths? 
The collective knowledge, everyone’s commitment 
and the ability to work well together in a team!

How do you see Bertling Sweden’s future? 
We are going to grow tremendously, and we will be-
come even more well known than we are today. 

F.H BERTLING SWEDEN AB 
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www.skaratransport.se

Environment and sustainability
- our business and our future
Today, there are no completely environmentally friendly transports. All transports a	 ect

the environment in some way. At Skaraslättens Transport AB's pursuit of a sustainable

development, it is therefore important to minimize the negative e	 ects by doing what 

we can for the environment. Some examples of what we do are route optimization 

where we constantly work to ship goods in both directions. In addition to that, we can 

proudly say that we refuel with 42% renewable fuels as standard for our 350 vehicles. 

In addition to our existing biogas trucks, there will also be electric trucks to 

be added to our fl eet!

Malin Andersson
MD - Bertling Sweden AB

”WE ARE  
GOING TO GROW  

TREMENDOUSLY.”
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CONTACT US
Industrivägen 6, 433 61 Sävedalen

Sweden

info.sweden@bertling.com

+46 031-45 01 90

bertling.com/bertling-sweden


